
Side by side refrigerator & freezer 
RS7527THCWW/EF and RS7527THCSR/EF 

Samsung 
RS7527THCWW/EF, EAN: 8806085183032 
RS7527THCSR/EF, EAN:  8806085183049 

Plenty of space for the food you love 
Fitting all your food has never been easier than with Samsungs 
large capacity and smart solutions. Big boxes, glass shelves and  
door pockets gives you versatility to store many kinds of food 
items. 
 
 
MultiFlow 
With air ducts on every shelf and in every drawer you can rest 
assured that your food is always kept at the optimal temperature 
and that coolness is restored quickly after opening the doors or 
drawers. 
 
 
Extended durability and less noise 
Enjoy a more silent and more energy efficient refrigerator with 
Samsungs Digital Inverter Compressor.  By using several sensors 
this intelligent compressor can adapt its working intensity which 
extends durability. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Never defrost again  
Samsung’s true No Frost is completely automatic and ensures a 
frost free interior which keeps your food fresh longer. Avoiding 
ice build-up also contributes to lower energy consumption and 
longer durability of the compressor.  
 
 
Tower LED-lighting 
Extra strong LED-lighting lights every corner of your refrigerator.  
The advantage with LED-lighting is that it doesn’t get very hot at 
the same time as it’s more durable than conventional light bulbs. 
 
 
Power Freeze  
With an easy push of a button you activate power frees which is 
perfect when you have put lots of food in your freezer and 
quickly want cold air for powerful freezing. 



Support 0771-SAMSUNG (0771-7267864) 

www.samsung.se 

Med reservation för ev felskrivningar 

Product information Model code 
RS7527THCWW/EF 
RS7527THCSR/EF 

EAN  
8806085183032 
8806085183049 

  Refrigerator/Freezer type Side by side  

  Display  Ice blue metal look LCD 

  Handle Long Bar Handle 

  Color 
White 
Stainless steel  

  Handle color 
White 
Stainless steel 

Energy information Energy class A+ 

  Energy consumption (kWh/år) 497 

  Noise level (dB) 39 

  Net volume (L) 570 

Net volume refrigerator (L) 361 

Net volume freezer (L) 209 

Climate class SN-T (+10 to +43 °C) 

Specifications  Cooling system  Twin Cooling™ 

No Frost Yes 

  Multi Flow Yes 

Power freeze Yes 

Compressor Digital inverter compressor 

Door pockets (refrigerator) 4 

Door pockets (freezer) 5 

Shelves (refrigerator) 4 

Shelves (freezer) 4 

Drawers (refrigerator) 2 

Drawers (freezer) 2 

Egg holder  Yes 

Lighting Tower LED 

Door alarm Yes, 2 min 

  Coolant R-600a 

Measurements Net dimensions, W x H (mm) 912 x 1789 

  Depth with handle (mm) 754 

  Depth without handle (mm) 672 

  Depth without door (mm) 605 

Gross dimensions W x H x D (mm) 974 x 1907 x 797 

  Weight, Net/Gross (kg) 109/119 
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